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 Minitab helps to conduct a quantitative and qualitative analysis on real world data. The Minitab helps to process and visualize
the data, derive conclusions from data and solve problems. There are very vast reports you can export from Minitab to Excel to

PowerPoint. In Minitab, you can easily set up and run a minitab script and you can save the analysis or visualization. Here I
would like to show you some of the tools that I use to process data, process figures and graphs and export those into Excel and

PowerPoint. 1. **Minitab**: One of the most popular software used in the processing of data. You can download the free
version or buy the Professional version. Minitab 17 is the current version available. The software gives a lot of tools to process
data and conduct an analysis. 2. **Google Docs**: It is very easy to make a spreadsheet in Google Docs and then export into

Excel. 3. **Google Docs**: It is very easy to make a spreadsheet in Google Docs and then export into PowerPoint. 4.
**Excel**: A spreadsheet is very easy to make in Excel and then export into PowerPoint. 5. **Excel**: A spreadsheet is very
easy to make in Excel and then export into PowerPoint. 6. **Excel**: A spreadsheet is very easy to make in Excel and then

export into PowerPoint. 7. **Excel**: A spreadsheet is very easy to make in Excel and then export into PowerPoint. 8.
**Excel**: A spreadsheet is very easy to make in Excel and then export into PowerPoint. 9. **Excel**: A spreadsheet is very

easy to make in Excel and then export into PowerPoint. 10. **Tableau**: Tableau software provides an interface with the
business users. It allows them to create their own dashboards and reports to make an analysis. 11. **Excel**: You can export the
data from Tableau into Excel to process and analyze. 12. **PowerPoint**: It is easy to make a presentation in PowerPoint and

then export it into Excel to process. 13. **Excel**: You can export the data from PowerPoint into Excel to process and
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